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Purpose
The demand for sustainability data for mining projects has significantly increased over 
the last few decades with recent dramatic increase in community expectations. The pro-
cess before actual mining phase of any mining project is long and uncertain (Fig. 1). In 
the very early stage of this process (Resource definition phase in fig. 1) the focus is in de-
fining if there are, in the first place, enough valuable minerals in the ground. During this 
phase there are not much information about the potential environmental or socio-eco-
nomic effects as the possible industrial activities haven´t been designed yet. However, 
this is the phase when community begins to see a mine and asks for more information. 

We provide a challenge-opportunity scoping methodology to support mineral resource 
definition and early stage project evaluation. It´s based on an assumption that miner-
al focused industrial activities always have a fixed location within specific geographical 
features. The features of this location, together with mineralogy, scale of operations and 
quality of technologies adapted, largely define the derived environmental impact. 

Tool infrastructure and case studies
The tool includes most influential geographical and mineral deposit derived factors in 
a structured way and results are refined in a form of geographical challenge-opportu-
nity profiles (GCOP). These profiles provide an early-stage foresight by answering in 
questions such as, “Are there aspects in this location that could place an extra challenge 
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or opportunity for mining operations?” The data includes, for example, mineralogical 
knowledge, deposit size and economic potential, infrastructure and population, na-
ture conservation, topography, rainfall and climate change predictions. 

The methodology was tested on two case locations, Sakatti project in Northern Finland 
(Fig. 2 and 3) and Heemskirk in North-West Tasmania (Fig. 4 and 5). 
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Applications

The greatest potential of this tool is in illustrating location derived challenges and oppor-
tunities related to an early stage mineral development project. The power of the tool is 
in adding detail on early stage scoping for a potential industrial activity that hasn´t yet 
been designed. The tool also places an opportunity for comparing and classifying early 
stage projects and mineral resources based on their GCOPs.
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SAKATTI  CU-NI-(AU-PGM) 
Anglo American
Development stage: Resource estimate
Economic opportunity: Potentially major
Designated area for mine development: No
Designated land use type: Agriculture & 
forestry, special reindeer herding area
Mine type: UG(?)
Deposit type: Ultramafic intrusion
Resource estimate: Indicated 3.5Mt @ 3.45% Cu, 
2,47% Ni, 2.49ppm PGE; Inferred 40.9Mt @ 
1.77%Cu, 0.83%Ni, 1.37ppm PGE (2016)

Societal opportunities Comment
•Local services O Sodankylä => 15 min drive (18.2 km)
•Existing mining and transport infrastructure O Close vicinity to an existing mine
•Electricity and communication networks ? Illustrative (Close vicinity to existing mine)
•Local economic reliance on mining O Medium unemployment in a mining region

Societal challenges
•Directly affected population O 89 inhabitants within 5 km radius
•Mining legacy ? Illustrative (Other mining projects in the region)
•Other livelihoods O Minor nature tourism at Viiankiaapa
•Cultural heritage O Not indicated: Outside the designated sami-area

Environmental and safety challenges
•Scale of land use O UG with medium volume
•Nature conservation areas O Within Viiankiaapa NATURA 2000 area
•Rivers and lakes O Kitinen river near-by, medium sized operation
•Rainfall O Sodankylä: 500-550 mm/a
•Landscape (vegetation, topography) O Flat and wet landscape, sparse vegetation
•Acid generation potential O Abundant sulphide minerals
•Radioactivity potential ? NA: Exp. non-existent or minor
•Asbestos potential ? NA: Exp. non-existent or minor

Large scale challenges
•Earthquake risk O Not present
•Climate change risk ? Illustrative
•Societal stability O Very stable society

Northern Finland (Central Lapland Greenstone Belt CLGB): Sakatti 
project is located close to local population centre (Sodankylä) in an 
active mining and mineral exploration region. It partially overlaps 
Viiankiaapa NATURA 2000 conservation area and is within a special 
reindeer herding region. Landscape is flat with sparse vegetation 
although swampy. The company holds a special permission for mineral 
exploration in the protected area.

GCOP

HEEMSKIRK  SN (tin)
Minrex Resources
Development stage: Target identification
Economic opportunity: NA
Designated area for mine development: Yes
Designated land use type: Controlled use of 
natural resources within nature values
Mine type: NA
Deposit type: Vein and greisen Sn and W deposits
Resource estimate: NA

Societal opportunities Comment
•Local services O Town Zeehan 45 min drive (25 km)
•Existing mining and transport infrastructure O Wilderness
•Electricity and communication networks O Mobile communication network available
•Local economic reliance on mining O Zeehan an old mining community

Societal challenges
•Directly affected population O Wilderness
•Mining legacy O Old mine site(s) at Zeehan
•Other livelihoods O Wilderness
•Cultural heritage O Wilderness

Environmental and safety challenges
•Scale of land use O Exp. small open pit
•Nature conservation areas O Not present
•Rivers and lakes O Minor river nearby, small operation
•Rainfall O > 2000 mm/a, constant rainfall
•Landscape (vegetation, topography) O Hilly with sparce and dense vegetation
•Acid generation potential ? NA: Exp. non-existent or minor
•Radioactivity potential ? NA: Radioactive minerals may be present (granite)
•Asbestos potential ? NA: Exp. non-existent or minor

Large scale challenges
•Earthquake risk ? Illustrative
•Climate change risk ? Illustrative
•Societal stability ? Illustrative

Heemskirk regional reserve, West Coast Tasmania: Heemskirk tin project is 
located in wilderness area in the North-West Tasmania with no residents or 
proper infrastructure. The area is designated for mineral development by 
Tasmanian government and the nearest town Zeehan is an old mining town. 
Landscape is hilly and vegetation alternating rainforest and grassland with 
high annual rainfall. The company haven´t reported specific deposit yet but 
is actively working with several targets.
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